Loki Laufeyson has been many
things to many people--trickster,
brother, liar, son, villain--even
hero. He’s traveled the realms,
wreaked havoc, and saved the day. Through
his many adventures, he’s become sure of one
truth: that he was destined for greatness. He just
needed an opportunity. And America is nothing
if not the land of opportunity.
Now, the adopted son of Odin has been
vying for Midgard’s seat of power and declared
that he’s running for President of the United
States. His platform is simple: “I’m going to lie
right to your face and you’re gonna love it.”
While some folks find Loki’s “honesty” to be
a breath of fresh air, Daily Bugle reporter
Nisa Contreras isn’t fooled. Contreras is set
on proving the God of Mischief is, once
again, up to no good--a task that seems
impossible when the masses love the liar…
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this is octavio
von bardas, leader
of the latverian
terrorist group,
doom’s children.

this is suzy. she's
eight years old. she loves
her family, baseball,
and carol danvers.

he would
love to see
suzy die.

the democratic and
republican candidates both
requested a meeting with
von bardas instead of
a drone strike.
a meeting
via skype.
if the two main
candidates are too
afraid to stand up to
terrorists, what hope
do we have against
bigger threats, from
other worlds or
dimensions?

loki's fought
the hulk.

personally.

on several
occasions.

and he
pounded me
into the dirt
every time,
ha ha.

but
sometimes
you just have
to fight.
I'm
loki, and I
approve this
message.

rar!

oh
no!
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WITH BILLY MCRIVER
welcome
back to
politipalace.

presidential
hopeful and former
super villain loki
what was once
has all but guaranteed
his place on the presidential an amusing sideshow
in this election cycle
ballot, having successfully
is quickly becoming a
collected the petition
political force. joining
signatures in 43 of
us to talk about it is
the required
former governor
50 states.
of new york,
adam hitt.

welcome
to the show,
governor.
thanks,
billy.

now, as loki's
campaigning state
to state, his in-person
appearances might be a
bit of a novelty in some
of these places-ha, yeah.
that sounds
but he's
nice.
made his
presence in
new york city
known on more
than one
occasion.

I hate to say it,
I really do, but
I think anybody who is
actually going to vote
for loki, let alone the
ones campaigning
for him...
…I think
they're crazy.
I think they're
deranged,
billy.

or uh, bewitched
or something. I can't
see a normal american
voting for this
and believe
alien.
me--he is an
alien! he might have
a birth certificate,
but he's from uh,
the moon or-asgard?

yeah,
wherever
that is.

well, thanks
for joining us,
governor hitt. next
up, what do our
heroes have to
say about
this?

oh yeah. he's
definitely on the
list of usual pains
in the neck to ruin
6th avenue.
but
he's gaining so
much support!
you can't deny
that!

“loki’s campaign:
something to get
excited about”?!

--"cabinet"--

foul herald
of destruction!
you, who would
sell your country-for what?

--"seat"?

uh...hi,
thor.
what has
loki promised
you? fame? well,
you have it now!
perhaps a--

you are
under a spell
then? or you
lie as he
does.

um,
he--or she
at the time-didn't actually
promise me
anything.

ah...

…
no.

yeah, see,
it's not the
kindest thing
I've written. my
editor must have
changed the
oh.
headline.

wow.
indeed
thou dost
burn him.

yeah,
doesn't do
much good, though.
you're not the only
one who didn't
look past the
headline.

you didn't
actually
read the
article, did
you?

